Activities to do at home
with your child
LLESA Children’s Center
5/25/2020-5/29/2020

Videos from the Infant/Toddler Teachers
• Storytime with Sharon
• Storytime with Shall
https://youtu.be/sGalaGOksG8
https://youtu.be/kTW80IeuAe4
• Morning walks with Sharon
• Storytime with Elsie
https://youtu.be/4OiGCx_X7vA
https://youtu.be/HgO1L-M-Unk
• Storytime with Monique and Eva
• Storytime with Jeanifer and Mya
https://youtu.be/UyywaK8yXEc
https://youtu.be/bjhpp_rs9Gw

Natural watercolor paint with wildflowers
Infants/Toddlers from Ana
Instructions:

Supplies:

-First, choose several flowers of varying.
color, vibrant colors if possible.

1.- fresh flowers
2.- 1 cup of warm water

- separate flowers by color and put them in
ziploc bags

3.- ziploc bags

-add warm water

4.- rolling pin

-use a rolling pin to squish the flowers in
the bag.

5.- small containers for the paint
- leave the flowers for couple hours

Hey Everyone!

Infant/Toddler Activity from the Lavender Room

This week's activity involves a material that comes in all shapes
and sizes: a box! If you have some laying around we have a few
ideas that can turn them into something fun for your children to
explore. If you have a box your child can crawl into you can create
a tunnel that allows your child to explore different senses by
adding things like lights, scarfs, bubble wrap, etc. Another idea is
creating puzzles using the cardboard lying around. Cut shapes
from the cardboard to create your very own shape sorter. This will
help children develop problem solving skills and strengthen their
fine motor as they sort the cardboard pieces. Even giving children
empty boxes to explore is something they will really enjoy.
Watch this video of Jeanifer and her son reading a story:

https://youtu.be/FmcW3mEfZnE

Invitation to Play from Monique
(All ages)
Here is a fun sensory "Invitation to Play" potion
making that encourages skills such as pouring,
transferring and scooping while investigating
solubility (which things dissolve or not), capacity,
buoyancy (whether they sink or float) and more.

Using various “loose parts” materials will allow the
children to explore potion making.

Looking for ways to keep
your child from crawling on
the furniture?
Stop by the Children’s Center
and pick up a tire to meet
some of those gross motor
needs. Tires are located in
front of the yard of the Rose
and Thistle classrooms.
Please be sure to check for
nails and clean tires before
use.
We hope you enjoy this open
ended activity!

2’s Activities from Allie in the Daisy
Room & the Cherry Blossom Room
Pete the Cat fruit pizza ingredients
·

Rice cakes

·

Craft stick

·

Strawberries

·

Blueberries

·

Whipped cream or Cool Whip

Nutella or nut free substitute such as
wow butter
·

To assemble the fruit pizza snacks,
first place a rice cake on your
plate. Next, spread some Nutella
(or nut free substitute) on your
rice cake with the craft stick.
Then, place some strawberries and
blueberries on top of your rice
cake. Finally, top your fruit pizza
with whipped cream.
Softest Playdough Recipe:
https://www.raisinghooks.com/the-softest-pla
ydough-ever/

Spooky walk from CB Room:
https://youtu.be/PrFu8VOrtvI

Preschool Activities from Maria in the Honeysuckle Room

Preschool Activities from Maria in the Honeysuckle Room

Preschool Activities from Maria

Pre-K Activities from Angie
Art project: Trace your hands on colored paper cut them out and transform your hands into spring butterflies. These will
be for your me books so please do one.
3D Art: Toothpick towers. Use toothpicks and playdough or salt dough or you can even use marshmallows to create a
cool tower, we will share these on next weeks zoom class.
Snack idea: No bake apple pie: Crush graham crackers put in bottom of cup, dice up apples and put on top of crackers
then add applesauce on top. Enjoy
Hope everyone is enjoying all the activities in the updates, please feel free to share and if there is anything the children are
interested in learning or doing please let us know. Miss all of you

STEAM School Age Activities:
How to make a mini water slide
Steps
1. Set a plan

Materials
Paper Tubes, Plastic Wrap, Paper Straws,
Paper Cups, Glue, Tape
Other materials you can use includes craft
sticks, paints, plastic bags, and aluminum foil.
These materials work well with this
experiment so you don’t have to bother
buying anything new

Before starting the construction of the waterslide, plan out
how it would work. Draw small sketches of ideas and make
predictions about the outcome of your experiment.
2. Start building
Cut the paper tubes down one side and pull the edges apart to
make it look like a slide. Add a line of glue down the inside
center of the tube. Cut a piece of plastic wrap large enough to
cover the tube and attach it to the glue at its center. Wrap the
plastic around the back and ends of the tube and secure with
tape. Attach the tubes together by placing one tube slightly
inside of the second tube. Secure with tape on the backside of
the tubes.

Waterslide activity cont.
3.Holding up the water slide
· We know that gravity must be used to bring the water down into the pool which means the slide needs to be held up at an angle. Building a structure to
support the slide will keep the slide in a position for the water to flow down, but there are a few other things we need to keep in mind.
·

The structure needs to support the weight of the paper tubes, water and toys.

·

The structure needs to hold the slide evenly so water doesn’t spill over the sides of the paper tubes.

·

The slide needs to meet the pool at the bottom for the water to flow directly into the pool.

· To achieve this you need to make one side of the structure taller than the other. Start by planning the base of the structure. It would need to be strong and
steady. Upside down paper cups formed a strong base and allowed us to hold the rest of the structure upright. You can form a Y shape with the paper straws
and pushed them into two holes made in the base of the cups. secure the straws with tape to hold them in place.
·

The last step was attaching the water slide to the structure. You can do this by setting the slide on the Y shapes and holding it in place with tape

·

Now experiment with water flow and toys. How much water is needed for a larger toy to go down the slide? How far do the smaller toys go?

